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January 2023 

Happy New Year! 

The rabbit is hopping in and there’s a lot going on this month and next. It’s the “high 
season” of feng shui as we move into the New Year and into a new animal energy, and 
when all the energies change positions. 

Mercury retrograding will wind up on the 18th of the month and begin going straight 
again. Then, there’s the Lunar New Year on the 22nd, when it’s officially the rabbit’s year 
and we say goodbye to the tiger. The energies will permanently shift to their new annual 
positions on February 4th, but you can begin making your changes after the 22nd. 

Let’s start with the bad news of the month and get that out of the way. 

Like last month, the 9/5 combination that hit the south will move to the center sector. 
This is a double trouble scenario, so it’s wise to keep the center sector as quiet as 
possible. 

The 5 Yellow in the center sector last year has decided not to go quietly and will be 
hosting a “shootout at the O-K Corral” kind of energy to wind up its year in the center 
sector.  

Fortunately, the New Year and holidays are behind us and hopefully all your holiday 
visitors have gone home so you can keep your home nice and quiet! 

Pay close attention to the center because the 5/9 combination in January is the most 
difficult of all 81 combinations of flying stars.  

Do be on the watch if this is your front door or bedroom.  Stringently avoid red colors 
and open flames in this corner. Keep this room dark and quiet all month as best you 
can. 

The north also hosts the monthly 5 star, so the 5 is making a big showing in the month 
of January.  

Fortunately, the 5 isn’t as strong in the north, but we may hear more news of layoffs and 
career related problems and matters that could impact incomes. Do watch health if this 
is your bedroom. 

Now, let’s move on to the good news! 

All south-facing houses are the winners this month.  

The southeast will be sparkling in January with the prosperity star coming to visit. 
Maybe your promotion goes through, or a stock pick goes on a lucky streak.  
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Lucky are the folks with a southeast bedroom or front door here at the start of 2023. 

That’s because if you have a south facing house or south sector facing front door, you 
have luck in spades! 

The ho tu combination of the 9 star meeting up with the 4 can propel you ahead in 
travel, writing, education, love and FAME!  

Have you wanted to see your name in lights or get your book published?  

Make sure to activate this corner of your home by spending time there and adding 
beautiful enhancements like a cardinal, peacock, or any kind of bird figure or image. 
Love objects are another great addition if you’re looking to boost your love life. 

There’s more good news too…. 

Both men and women will see their stars rise as the southwest corner of love and 
marriage and the woman of the house hosts the 6 blessings star.  

Women and anyone who works or sleeps in this sector will see opportunities fall from a 
clear blue sky. 

For men, the northwest corner brings career and income growth that has a nice bonus 
or salary attached.  

Anyone with a northwest corner bedroom or front door will love the month of January 
because there is money attached.  

Another sector with great opportunity? The northeast wisdom sector.  

This month the 3/8 combination brings a combination that offers profits and growth 
potential in jobs, your career, business success and the money that goes with it. Look 
for new ways to grow and bring profit and success. 

Cold and flu season 

Two areas to watch for health include the west (lungs/children) and the east 
(infection/family).  

Both sectors could impact children and families and bring with them the potential for 
illness.  

Keep up with good health and hygiene practices and take plenty of Vitamin C to keep 
up your immunity.  
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These two areas both pose a risk of infection that goes straight to the lungs, so keep 
your distance and try to avoid crowded places. 

OK! That’s about all for now. Look for your next update on the 1st of February and be 
sure to check out your horoscopes and your New Moon updates too. 

Chi and crackers, 

       

 

   

 

 

 

Flying Star Monthly Overview*  

January 5 – February 3, 2023 

*Be looking for changes to begin now and try to have your enhancements and remedies in place before 
the actual date of change. Often, feng shui changes occur about four days before the actual date. 
 *Please note that water and plants should not be placed in bedrooms. Instead use wood objects or a 
water symbol such as a shell.  

Southeast Sector of Wealth and Accumulated Assets, Oldest Daughter 
(Hips/Thighs)        
4/8 – Fame, writing and educational luck join up – Ho Tu combination brings success! 

Romantic attractions are possible at this time but may be from a stalker.  Avoid having 
children located here.  A wealth bowl of semiprecious stones, crystal, or globe will boost 
the wealth, travel potential and advance creative and academic achievement of this 
sector this month. Writers and creative types can advance. Prepare manuscripts in this 
sector.  

South Sector of Reputation, Recognition, Social Status (Eyes, Heart)        
9/4 – Writing, love, and educational – Ho Tu combination brings fame and success! 

Anyone involved in the creative fields can advance if they work in this sector. Genius 
and intellectual pursuits are favored.  Creative types and students move ahead this 
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month if they work in this sector!  Love and fame is on the rise. Add a pair or ducks to 
stimulate this area to find ‘Ms./Mr. Right’! Display pictures of geese to attract a life-long 
love, or ducks to cozy up a stale relationship.    

Southwest Sector of Marriage, Romance and Woman of the House (Abdominal 
Region)       
2/6 – Windfalls and international opportunities come to women. 

Surprise money could come from out of nowhere this month to the woman of the house.  
Winnings? Overdue payments?  Look for these this month if your door, living room, or 
bedroom is located here.  Metal objects, windchime keeps the earth star from being too 
troublesome and stimulate the wealth potential of this sector. 

East Sector of Health, Family Relationships, Oldest Son (Feet)  
3/7 – Watch for health, arguments, infection for family and oldest son 

Exercise extra caution in this sector from arguments – especially from the oldest son or 
family members.  These arguments can escalate to threats.  Fortunately, there is a 
potential for wealth because the 7 and 3 create a sum of ten area.  To boost the wealth 
potential, add a water feature here and bright lights. 
 
 
 

Center -- Sector of Health, Wealth and Happiness (Spine) 
5/9 – Severe risk and difficulties – Keep this area quiet and undisturbed 

Double check investments. Risky moves harm financial stability. There is severe 
misfortune in this sector this month; could cause serious illness for everyone in the 
house, particularly if a front door or bedroom is here.  Add metal objects to exhaust the 
negative earth energy.  Avoid having any red colors, candles or bright lights here and 
keep the area quiet and as unoccupied as possible. 

West Sector of Creative Projects, Children (Mouth, Teeth) 
7/2 – Watch health for children, risk of illness 

The illness star strikes sector of the children.  Watch for gossip and politics at work or in 
your social interactions.  Careful not to make this area too bright or loud.  Illness energy 
can take the form of stomach problems, miscarriage, or problems with the face (eyes, 
mouth), and breathing.  Add wu luo and lucky bamboo in water here. 

Northeast Sector of Wisdom, Decision-Making, Education (Hands) 
8/3 – Ho Tu Combination brings growth and business success, watch stress  

Mixed energy brings some literary fame and money. But children fight among 
themselves. Careful of injuries to young children. Limbs are particularly affected. Move 
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elderly, sick or pregnant women from this sector. Add lighting and red colors and happy 
Buddha to dispel arguments. 

North Sector of Career, Generating Income, Business, Opportunity (Ears) 
1/5 – Career has mixed energy, watch for ear, sinus infections 

Opportunity for job advancement.  Watch for health afflictions for children, the mouth, 
and kidney stones.  Relationships and finances may also suffer.  Pregnant women 
should be cautious and avoid this sector.  Bladder, stomach, and genital problems can 
arise as can ear problems  Add 5 element pagoda, white orchid to this area to drain 
negative effects of the 5/1 stars.  

Northwest Sector of Helpful People, Benefactors, Travel, Man of the House (Head)  
6/1 – Ho Tu combination brings career luck for man of the house, job advancement  

Promotion and prestige here this month. Wonderful energy in this sector this month 
capable of bringing wealth energy and good luck to anyone who lives or works in this 
sector or if the bedroom is located here.  Ask for a promotion if you work, sleep, or have 
a door in this sector.  Add dragon tortoise, kwan kung, windchimes, Chinese coins, 
bells, etc., to bring good career growth and more prosperity and good news.  
 

   

 

   

Understanding the Numbers  

This is a brief overview of each of the stars and what they represent to help you interpret the monthly 
energies above. Look at both the descriptions to understand how they might work together.  

The first star is the annual star. The second star is the monthly star and the energy that 
is moving in to the sector for the month ahead. The way the energies work together is 
significant. Sometimes they work together in a friendly, beneficial way and sometimes 
it's negative and harmful. Be sure to read the descriptions fully to understand the 
energies.  

1 Star -- Widely regarded as very beneficial for career opportunity, income, financial 
growth, new money and income. Use metal to boost this star.  

2 Star -- The 2 star is a star that creates annoyances such as lingering illness like 
allergies. It can create financial difficulties or problems wherever the star lands. Metal 
usually helps to hold down this star's negative energies.  
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3 Star -- Anger, legal problems and gossip are the typical problems that show up when 
the 3 star is around. Diffuse tension and anger with red colors and candles. Always 
follow the recommendations in the monthly review above.  

4 Star -- This star is associated with good luck in communications, writing, travel and 
sales. It's also good for boosting your sexiness or romantic opportunity. Boost with 
water unless fidelity is a concern.  

5 Star -- The 5 star is the worst of all the stars. It can create major problems, severe 
illness or terrible accidents. Keep the area quiet wherever this star falls and use moving 
metal (pendulum clock) to disarm.  

6 Star -- It's always good news when the 6 star arrives as it brings recognition from 
influential people, windfalls, winnings, and good news for speculation, gambling and 
stocks. Add gems and stones to boost.  

7 Star -- The 7 star creates problems with deception, theft, arguments and problems 
with the teeth. Water helps to control it or red colors can also help.  

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  

9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.    

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  

9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.  

   

 


